We are learning to use
our Learning Powers.

Ruby Power
I am kind.
I understand how others feel.
I can make others feel good about their learning.
Emerald Power
I am a bouncy learner.
I enjoy my learning.
I am happy to have a go with my learning.
I bounce back from mistakes and know they help me learn.
I can make others feel good about their learning.
Diamond Power
I can do things for myself.
I have a go at sorting out my own problems.
I know what to do when I am stuck.
I can ask good questions to help me with my learning.
Amethyst Power
 I can take turns to speak and listen to others.
 I share and explain my ideas with a partner.
 I can work successfully with a partner or in a small group.

We made each other friendship
tokens in Friendship Week

 If you give ruby power it means that you have shared, been kind or have worked
together and helped each other.
 The simplest way to give ruby power is to smile.
 You can also give ruby power by a friendship token. A friendship token is when you
give away a little bit of ruby power.
 So far I have got a lot of rubies in the jar in my classroom (Rabbit Class). You get a
ruby to put in the jar if you gave a friendship token and told the teacher. You can do
anything to give a friendship token from smiling to giving a present.
 You receive lots of friendship tokens too!
 You can give ruby power by encouraging your friends and saying nice things about
their learning.

 Emerald Power is when you keep on trying to do something.
Here is an example : someone is trying to do their maths but they are
finding it hard.
They keep trying and have another go. In the end they get it right.

 Emerald power is also to do with setting a goal and reaching it. My
goal is to write better poems!

Diamond power is when you are independent (or do things by yourself),
like hanging people’s coats up (I’ve done that quite a few times for the chair
stackers and hive helpers).
We try to do things for ourselves like carry your own book bag to school.
Diamond power is also about asking good questions to help with your
learning.
We try to use our diamond power when we fall out with our friends to put
things right.
 Amethyst power is when you listen to somebody. You are doing
amethyst power right now. Isn’t it easy?
 All you have to do is listen to the person that is talking to you.
 You can share your ideas with your talking partner.
 Yes you have GOT to listen to each other.
 If you didn’t listen to your mates in the playground you wouldn’t
know what the game is and then you’d get left out.
You get a gem for the class jars when you use your
learning powers.
You can tell the teacher or your friend can tell for
you or the teacher will say ‘well done’ you showed
some learning power.

In Friendship Week each class was
given a Diamond Power Problem
Solving Box. If you have a problem
at playtime put it in the box. In
circle time you can have a chat
about it and decide how
your friends can help to make it
better.

